PLUS Digital Projectors & Copyboards

PLUS has a complete offering of digital projectors, ranging from the ultraportable, palm-sized V-Series to our low-profile, exceptionally bright U7-Series of conference room projectors. The ingenuity of PLUS is to design projectors with all of the desired capabilities of a larger machine in a compact size and sleek form – and then take it one step further by introducing next-generation features that make PLUS projectors truly outstanding.

FEATURES AVAILABLE ON PLUS PROJECTORS

Advanced Color Wheel • PLUS’s unique ACW preserves brightness while allowing for superlatively enhanced color reproduction and astoundingly clear picture quality.

Dual Color Mode • Vivid Mode for color reproduction optimized for digital and moving pictures; Dynamic Mode for optimized brightness. Switch between them easily with one touch of the DCM button on top of the projector or from the remote. (V-339)

Unplug & Go • The “Unplug & Go” feature makes for a fast getaway by cooling down the lamp after the projector has been unplugged. This not only saves time, but also lamp life (especially for those who don’t like to wait before they pack and stow their gear).  (V-332, V-339)

Wireless Presenting • Using a CF-type wireless LAN card makes it possible to transmit images from a PC to the projector without the use of cables.  In addition, wired network capability allows the use of the projector via a company’s internal network. (U4-237, U7-137)

PC-Free Presenting • Internal Image Viewer makes possible the projection of image files stored on CompactFlash™ or USB memory. Notes and ideas written on PLUS's M-Series Copyboards can also be projected on the large screen by storing the written data on the CF card. (U7-137) (U4-237 ~ CompactFlash™ only)

Eco-Mode • By projecting with approximately 20% less brightness, the power consumption and cooling fan noise can be reduced and the lamp life lengthened (by as much as 50%).

Short-Focus Zoom Lens • This lens allows for the projection of a 60-inch image from a distance of just over 5 feet. Ideal for the small boardroom or classroom.  (U5-632)

RGB Output Terminal • Allows you to connect a separate external monitor to your projector.  (U5-512, U7-Series)

Auto Adjustment • Automatically tunes the RGB phase, clock frequency, and resolution to achieve the optimal image.

Line-Doubling • I-P conversion makes possible even smoother reproduction of video images.

Digital Keystone Correction (vertical) • Image skewing resulting from a screen that is out of vertical alignment with the projector can be corrected digitally.

Presentation Timer • Indicates the remaining presentation time on screen, and allows you to manage time without keeping an eye on your watch.

Security Password • Projectors can be set to require the input of a password thereby protecting against tampering and theft.

2 lbs Palm-Sized

Introducing PLUS’s V-Series digital projectors. These sleek and compact XGA projectors are designed to travel. The V3-131 is a mere 1.38 inches thin! The V-332 and V-339’s “Unplug & Go” feature saves time and prolongs lamp life. The V-339 sports Dual Color Mode for truly vibrant color when presenting digital video.

- V-331
- V-332
- V-339
- 1300 Lumens

3 lbs Bright, Portable, Versatile

The U4-Series combines mobility with the features of a conference room projector. The U4-232h uses PLUS’s Advanced Color Wheel to produce accurate color reproduction. The U4-237 has both wireless and PC-Free presentation capabilities.

- U4-232h
- U4-237
- XGA
- 2000 Lumens

4 lbs The Standard

PLUS’s line of projectors designed to meet any need. All U5’s produce improved color utilizing our ACW technology. Individual projectors sport such features as a Short Focus Zoom Lens, an RGB output terminal, and Bright Mode. The U5’s provide a wide range of features and economy.

- U5-512
- U5-632
- U5-732
- XGA
- SVGA
- 3000 Lumens

7 lbs Conference Room

The product of PLUS’s miniaturization expertise, the U7’s boast superior brightness, use PLUS’s ACW, are packed with next-generation features, and weigh only 7 pounds. The U7-137 is enabled for Wireless and PC-Free presentations. Access to the lamp is convenient when set on a conference room table or when ceiling mounted.

- U7-132
- U7-132h
- U7-137
- XGA
- 3500 Lumens
### PLUS Digital Projectors

**Aspect Ratio 16:9 Support**
**Aspect Ratio 4:3**
**Output - VGA Second Monitor Out**

**Inputs**
- PC-Free Presentation
- Wireless Presentation (Wireless LAN Card)
- RS232 Controllable
- Ceiling Mountable
- Dual Color Mode
- Advanced Color Wheel (ACW™)

**Specifications**
- **Lamp Life**
  - **U4-Series:** 2000 hrs
  - **U5-Series:** 1500 hrs
  - **U7-Series:** 2000 hrs
- **Lumens**
  - **U4-Series:** 2000
  - **U5-Series:** 1500
  - **U7-Series:** 2000
- **Contrast Ratio**
  - **U4-Series:** 2000:1
  - **U5-Series:** 2000:1
  - **U7-Series:** 2000:1
- **Resolution**
  - **U4-Series:** XGA
  - **U5-Series:** XGA
  - **U7-Series:** XGA

**Additional Options**

**Remote Controllers**
- AirProector Wireless Adapter
- Remote Controllers
- Spare Lamps
- Presentation Screens

**Electronic Copyboards**
- PLUS copyboards allow you to present to a large audience.

**Shipping and Carry-On Cases**
- V-Series: Lightweight, compact
- U-Series: Multi-functional, versatile

**Shipping and Carry-On Cases**
- Optional
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes

**Remote Controllers**
- Remote Controllers
- Remote Controllers
- Remote Controllers
- Remote Controllers

**Additional Options**
- Additional Accessory Options
- More detailed information is available about PLUS Digital Projectors, Electronic Copyboards and Accessories.

**Contact Information**
- Website: www.plus-america.com
- Phone: 866-427-8855 • 503-748-8700
- Fax: 503-748-8700
- BEAVERTON, OR 97005
- 9610 SW SUNSHINE CT.